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Soviet Union 1943
The war on the Eastern Front continues! Following the stunning reversal at Stalingrad, the Wehrmacht seeks to regain the
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This campaign has issues and boy they are plenty! First of there is the prestige soft cap. Now what is this you're gonnna ask, well
after a certain point early on in the campaign you receive a prestige penalty if you have many last tech and exprerienced units.
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This is disastrous for your core and if you're like me and you've been building your core since GC39 you'll end up seeing your
beloved core either gutted or have it's exp diluted to the point where all combat effectiveness is lost. And as if it's not enough
that is the AI is in effect in many cases cheating since it has overstrenght way above its exp level (Kursk senarios I'm looking
straight at you). If that's not enough some of these senarios have very unreasonable objectives even for a Marginal Victory and
you're much better off trying to go for that than for a Decisive Victory because by the end of each senario you'll be either with
very low prestige(not that you're given any to begin with) or with butchered units that can't keep facing the seemingly
neverending soviet hordes. Now I have to admit that the desperate situation for Germany at that time and the vast numerical
superiority of the Soviets have to be simulated somehow but the devs in their effort to achieve that forget that this is a game and
games are supposed to be fun and not end up being a masochistic joy ride, because let's face it nobody wants to be on the
receiving end. Even if you're playing on colonel(medium difficulty) you get youru2665u2665u2665u2665u2665handed to you
which I think is absurd! And before you think that I'm ranting because I had a bad performance in this game be informed that
this is coming from someone who has been playing strategy games for many years(since Rome1 TW and HOI2) and has even
finished the vanilla campaign on Field Marshal. To sum up, difficult campaign even on normal difficulty which is going to make
you rage hard because of the ridiculousness of the unfair advantages the AI gets that end up breaking the game. Do not buy if
you want to keep your sanity and your blood preasure low. If you're loking for a very difficult chalenge then this might be the
thing for you I guess.. This campaign has issues and boy they are plenty! First of there is the prestige soft cap. Now what is this
you're gonnna ask, well after a certain point early on in the campaign you receive a prestige penalty if you have many last tech
and exprerienced units. This is disastrous for your core and if you're like me and you've been building your core since GC39
you'll end up seeing your beloved core either gutted or have it's exp diluted to the point where all combat effectiveness is lost.
And as if it's not enough that is the AI is in effect in many cases cheating since it has overstrenght way above its exp level
(Kursk senarios I'm looking straight at you). If that's not enough some of these senarios have very unreasonable objectives even
for a Marginal Victory and you're much better off trying to go for that than for a Decisive Victory because by the end of each
senario you'll be either with very low prestige(not that you're given any to begin with) or with butchered units that can't keep
facing the seemingly neverending soviet hordes. Now I have to admit that the desperate situation for Germany at that time and
the vast numerical superiority of the Soviets have to be simulated somehow but the devs in their effort to achieve that forget that
this is a game and games are supposed to be fun and not end up being a masochistic joy ride, because let's face it nobody wants
to be on the receiving end. Even if you're playing on colonel(medium difficulty) you get
youru2665u2665u2665u2665u2665handed to you which I think is absurd! And before you think that I'm ranting because I had a
bad performance in this game be informed that this is coming from someone who has been playing strategy games for many
years(since Rome1 TW and HOI2) and has even finished the vanilla campaign on Field Marshal. To sum up, difficult campaign
even on normal difficulty which is going to make you rage hard because of the ridiculousness of the unfair advantages the AI
gets that end up breaking the game. Do not buy if you want to keep your sanity and your blood preasure low. If you're loking for
a very difficult chalenge then this might be the thing for you I guess.
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